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Affirmative
Club's Cherub Annual Staff
Highday 'w i 11 ____T_o_G_e_t_No_R_es_t v i c t 0 r i 0 u s
most of the activities at I n
"P h •. I 0 p"
Be Held Later While will
be silenced by the

TO SPREAD
THE SPIRIT
OF XAVIER
NO. 10

Students To
Aid In Prom
Arrangments

~avier

Christmas Holidays, the staff of

• • · Ar • d A B the 1936 yearbook at Xavier will McEvoy Named As Best
D eC1810n
rive
t Y not get an interim between .their
Speaker; Open Forum
Members At Meeting classes.
Intent on publishing The MusDiscussion
Held At De·
L ast W.e d nesd ay'• Short keteer
.before the end of April,
Story Contest On.
the. writer~ on the annual will
bate Meeting.

revise assignments. and re-arrange pages under the direction
of the editors.
Copy has been
FROSH MEMBER IS
flowing into the office of The
TO BE INITIATED Musketeer for some time, and
the detail work on the pages has
Christmas ·Tavern Will virtually been completed. The
rest of .the photography will be
· Feature Short Story underta~en soon after the Christ•
mas holidays.
Winner When Old 'There are many groups and all
individuals to be photographed,
Members Meet. .
and ·a convenient schedule for the
picture work wm be devised
Cherub Highday was post- during the holidays by Business
poned, and the background for Manager, Leo C. Voet.
contest short-stories about Elizabethan literary men was discussed at the meeting of the Mermaid
Tavern which last Wednesday
.
saw the approval of a method of
entrance into- the organization alternative to that of appointment.
The freshman member, as yet
undesignated, will be initiated
. 0 On
on Cherub Highday which will
be held the first or second meeting after Christmas, according to Annual Local Lecture
present plans.
Short stories are to be written
Series Will Begin At
for Christmas Tavern (December
C 1o s e Of Christmas
30), when a contest to determine
the best one will be held. 'Dhey
Holidays.
will concern· men .. who frequented the old Mermaid Tavern.
A protest will be presented to
Plans for the beginning of the
the Student Council soon, it is
believed, anent their award of current lecture season of the
only one point a year for mem- Xavier University Dante Club
bership.
are now being forwarded under
the direction of the Club's officers, Leonard c .. Gartner, presi-

Dante Club
L ect urers
Busy S

Charles L. McEvoy and Vincent H. Beckman were declared
victorious over Donald M. Middendorf and Joseph Brown in a
debate held Monday at the fortnightly meeting of the Poland
Philopedian Society.
The debate was waged on the
topic: "Resolved, that high school
and college courses be combined
into one six year course." The
decision was rendered by critic
judge John E. Fogarty who
named McEvoy as the best speakerAfter the debate, an open forum discussion was held on the
topic and it was announced that
work on the Varsity debate
schedule was under way with the
details to be) completed during
the Christmas holidays.
The personnel of the debate
team will be selected immediately after the Christmas holidays
by a faculty committee.

President, \Viii Resign
. hr•
Post · After C 1stmas
.
H 0 lidays.
That the Xavier Chess Club
will engage the Chess Club of the
University of Cincinnati, after
the Christmas Holidays, was announced by Leonard Gartner, the
president. A new president of
the Chess Club will be elected
immediately· after the Christmas
Holidays. Gartner, a senior, who
has been president of this organ-

~fN0r~tf~!,

the last ··two years

.
the Sprmg.
. .
Although plans were or1gmally
directed toward a trip to the
East, it is likely that the Club
'li' b d · th venture beWI . a an on
e
.
cause of the loss of classes which
such a project would involve.
The Club has trips tentatively
arranged for northern Ohio and
.
Kentucky and may appear m
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, if present
efforts to contact patrons in that
section materialize.

HALL OF MIRRORS
AGAIN THE SCENE

RED BARBER

F 0 0 t b a 11 e r s
T0 Be Fet ed
At B a n q u e t
Walter (Red) Barber
To Be Principal Speak·
,
er At Hotel Gibson.
CAPTAIN TO
BE CHOSEN

Clef Club
·S-a me · As
·Wi'll"Sing Com1nittee
T h at Of L as t Y ear
At Theatre When "Best In His·
tory" Was Held.

Arrangements Made For
Appearance Of Xavier
unit• At p aramount I n
January

X. U. -Chess
dent, and Edward J. Kennedy,
manager.
Club To Vie Jr.,Thebusiness
local season will begin im•
•th
u
c
mediately 'following the Christ.
• · • mas recess and the Club's out of The Xavier Clef Club will give
WI
town trips' will be made late in a concert at the Paramount theL eon ar d C. Gartner,

Vote On Orchestra Will
Be Held After Holi·
days; Committee Open
To Proposals.

atre, Cincinnati, Ohio, on January 13 and 14 at 9:20 p. m., it was
announced today.
Plans by the Clef Club to sing
at a formal concert at Mt. St.
Joseph Academy on Jan. 11, were
completed with the Academy by
the Club's business committee.
Christmas carols by the quartet of the Clef Club were a feature of the meeting of the Booklover's Association, Wednesday.
Members of the quartet are: Jack
Schacht and Thomas Harper, tenors; Francis Moore, baritone; and
Joseph Schulte, bass.
.

Guest Speaker At'
s d 1•
•
S en I 0 r 0 a It y

Michael A. Hellenthal, general
chairman of the Xav·ier University Football Dinner, to be held
Thursday evening at the Gibson
Hotel Ballroom, has annouiiced
the selection of Walter "Red"
Barber, a~e. sports broadcaster,
as the prmc1pal speaker.
The address by Barber will be
the main attraction on a program that includes the awarding
of letters and numerals, the election of the 1937 capta!n, announcement o_f the Legion . of
Honor award ·If such a selection
has ·been made this year, and the
disclosure of the 1937 football
schedule.
Eugene A. O'Shaughnessy,
Lawrenceburg, Ind., will be the
toastmaster. Other speakers on
the program will be Clem F.
Crowe, Head Coach and· Athletic
Director; Rev. Dennis 1'.'· Burns,
S. J., President of Xavier; Rev.
C. J. Steiner, S. J., Faculty Moderator; and the retiring Co-Captains Joe Kruse and Bob Dre-

m~a~ber

is nationally known
for his work with the Mutual
and National ·Broadcasting chains
in handling major sports events.
••• The
He came to Cincinnati in 1934 afIL-----------~---".'".------:---"...__.. ter four years of sports announc·
BY LEONARD c. GARTNER
There is no doubt o.f the P 0 J?- ing for a station owned by the
·•
.
The Rev. Edward A. Freking, a ularity of Father F;ekmg. Hi; is State of Florida. He is an alumAt XaV1er • • •
Xavier alumnus leader of the a ~ard man to get m to~ch twit~,
(Continued on Page 6)
l/;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;o;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;M;;;;;.,.,. Catholic Studen'ts' Mission Cru- bemg request.ed regu ar -:,: o a "rHURSDAY· FOOTBA!JL BAN- sade will speak -at the meeting tend at various 'f:th:r;~gs
.I.. QUET AT.THE HOTEL om- ~f the Senior Sodality Friday at ~~~drysJa~~t;hr~~~ o~avi~rci r~
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
SON at which the principal ad- its regular assembly and last of proud and privileged to introduce
dress will be given by Walter the year 1936..
.
him to the student body.
The Christmas recess will
(Red) Barber, ace - sports ai:i· Father Frekmg, after havm: His work in the interest of begin at Xavier tomorrow afnouncer for the Crosley Radio been abroad to En~land for sev Catholic Action has been out- ternoon alter the last class.
Stations. Friday: the beginning era! years, and ihavmg,.toured the standing. Wherever he has been, Classes will be resumed Janof the Christmas ,·recess at Xa· east of dear old Unit~d ~tate~, there the word of the Catholic uary 4. Holiday regulations
vier. A meeting of the Senior has at 'last returned to ;Cmcmnati, Church haa been ardently placed. wlll be enforced by the UniSodallty at which Rev. Edward where he now takes his abode at Wherever he has visited he has versity library whereby onty
A.'" Freking, prominent Catholic Crusade Castle. He has form~l made the best of friendships. His those ·students may draw
apologist, will speak. Decemb~r ch.ar~e of the Ca~holic. Student~ pleasant manner, his sincerity, books who are working on
3,0: . Meet.Ing , of. .the Mermaid ~1s~1on Cr~ade, m ~hich organ_ his enthusiastic, clear, ·concise term papers and senior theses.
Tavem-:at 'which· alumni patrons iza~1on Xavier l_las its represen
(Continued on Page 2)
will be invited to attend •. ·
tat1ves.

W E E K

1

·i°f

Interest In Prom Is Expected To Reach New
Higb As Rumors Cir·
eulate.
, . _4 ,:·l
1

Promenaders at the Junior
.Prom will dance to music of an
orchestra of their own selection,
it was announced Tuesday by
Albert A. Stephan, committee
chairman. Tl:e Prom CommiUee
plans to submit the names of possible bands to a vote of the stu-,
dent body after the Christmas
recess. The questionnaire will
ask for the student's choice of orchestras and whether or not he
will attend.
Stephan also promised an important announcement to be released at the same time and stated the committee will welcome
any constructive suggestions relative to the dance.
Negotiations have been completed for holding the Prom at
the Hall of Mirrors of ~he Netherland Plaza on February 5, immediately after the completion of
the semester examinations and
retreat. A drive for patrons for
the Prom will begin immediately
after the Christmas recess.
In the past two years .the Prom
has been staged at the Hall of
Mirrors with nationally-known
01·chestras furnishing the incentive. In 1935, the first year the
Prom was held off the campus,
Art Kassel and his "Kassels in
the Air" presented the music;
last year Sammy Kaye officiated.

New Latin
Club Holds
Meeting
Will Meet In Palace
Hotel; Discussion On
Horace Scheduled By
CIUb.
"The philosophy and religion
of Horace" will be discussed at
the first meeting of the Latin
Forum, immediately after the
Christmas holidays.
The Forum is ~he latest ~f .~avier's extra-curricular act1v1t1es
and will be holding iM first formal meeting when the discussion
is to take_ placi:.
.
The topic will be mtroduced
'?Y ~dward J. Ke~nedy, Jr ..• arts
Junior. Kennedy s talk wi.ll b~
f?llowed by an open flo?r discus
sion. R~freshm.ents. will follow
the meetmg which is to be held
at the Palace Hotel.
No officers will be elected for
the organization, ~t. was ann~unced. The . p~es1dmg officer
will be th.e prmc1pal speaker of
each· meetmg.
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Merits Of Collegiate Honor System Are· Discussed
BY C. F. HOLLEY
WHh the development of modern education .there has arisen
considerable discussion concerning student government and its
correlative the Honor System.
·
·
These ·two ideas
are a 1mos t universally associated with each
other although they are separate
'
1 f n1
e.f
factors iil scho as·~~
0 1· t
Through the me !Um
us ory
we
note
that
student
government
was practiced in the medieval
universities, particularly at Bologna. It arose from the fact that

and exercise have a happier ef- of offenders. Barnard College of Florida and Virginia deal with applications of the seismograph,
feet on future character than the includes under her. system all ex- cheaters; in other colleges the Fr. Stechschulte r~pli~d: . "Men
degrading motive of fear." Con- aminations, quizzes, and details faculty delivers the punishment. study the almost mconce1vably
tained in his statement are the of college life.
Other college.•
In theory these two plans are distant stars, yet do not know
ideals behind the Honor System. might limit the matter to cheat- excellent and deserving of wide- the structure of our own planet.
1·ng in examinations. To remedy spread adoption. But in practice Any means of unrave!Jing
Success Doubtful
' ·
· the
·
t this cheating certain colleges, as they have failed· to Hve up to mystery of the earths interior. IS
In actual practice, it is daub • Florida, have required their stu- their expectations. This is the therefore worth while. The selS- ·
ful if the Honor System has be;in dents to take a pledge before the reason why educators are pon- mograph is the tool we must use.
even a moderate success. It lias examinations. Delaware requires dering deeply in an effort to Studies leading to safer construcreached its greatest height at the the pledge after the ex·amina- clear up the difficulties and pre- tion in seismic regions must get
u mversi
· 't Y of v·ll'gima
· · an d some tions. California, on the other sent the field of educat1'on w1'th the1'r data from se1·smographs. In
of the other southern colleges. hand demands no pledge at all. two. practical systems for the addition they have been used in
In certain colleges of the Nor.th, The students of the· Universities benefit of student and faculty.
recent years in searching for oil,
1
such as Princeton, t'he plan has - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - _ :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and at the present time there are
representatives of severa na- met with success. However, it
close to one hund1·ed seismograph
tionalities were in attendance at
thes'e institutions. However, in can ·be truly stated that the Sysparties at work in the United
America, since our universities tern has met with even a modi'-'
States, mainly in the Gulf Coast
and colleges were modelled after cum of success only ~n the South.
and Texas. Probably ten mill100 1
h William and Mary adopted the
lion dollars .is spent annually in
the English public sc
s, t e plan back 1'n 1779, ma1'nta1'ning it
·
h' 1
1 t'
in
ideals of student government
.
se1smograp 1ca
exp ora ion
were not generally adopted. With with excellent results. On the
complex forces, instruments must the United States alone." Quite
colleges
even in these
·tiw passage of ti. me, t·he i'dea of other
. d t hand
s many
t
d b· d have
d CompIex Work'1ngs Of be devised that will resolve them a sum, we say,
d
student participation in college ~rie
he Y~ em an . a an one._
into .simple up and down, back boondoggling ays.
govemment became widespread it, ~uch .as d~d our n~Hghb?r, Mi
Mecbanis111 For Re• and forth movements. The best Father Stechschulte is at presd
largely accepted.
am1 Umvers1t.y. ~t. is sa1d ,i.~at
of the six seismographs at Xa- ent working on deep focus earthan was
more state umvers1tles have tried
c o r d i n g Q u a k e S vier is of the electromagnetic quakes, and has presented a
Equality Lacking
the plan and dropped it than are
type and consists of a weighted number of papers to the· 'SeismoThe machinery of government now using it. It is interesting to
Brought To Light.
frame, delicately balanced upon logical .Society of America and
usually consists of a student note that there is general satisa spring.
To the frame is at- the American Geophysical Union
council composed of representa- faction where the System is emBY JOHN E. RYAN
tached a set of coils, set between on that subject.
Anything betives of the various classes.
In ployed in the entire university,
two powerful magnets.
As the tween fifty and four hundred
some cases representatives of the but dissatisfaction where only in
Some of the most interesting coils move in response to the miles below the surface may be
more important campus organi- a part of the University. Such and valuable pieces of Univer- earth's motion, there is generat- considered deep, he explains.
zations are admitted to the group. has been the experience at Car- sity equipment and conversely ed in them a pulsating electric "The deep focus earthquakes,"
From the selected few, commit- nell and Syracuse.
the least understood or appreci- current which .js led off to a gal- he addeq, "have rece1I1tly ·been
In the· colleges where the Hon- ated, lie in a dark room beneath vanometer. The coil of the gal- character.jzed as 'one of the most
·tees are chosen by the council
president. Upon the shoulders of or System has been adopted, the Library Building. Of the im- vanometer is set swinging back vital, broad geological problems
the members of each committee there is a difference of opinion as portant work they are perform- and forth ·by this current, while of rec'ent years.' "
rests the ·burden of the activity regards the scope covered by it ing, most of us know little; ill- a mirror mounted on the coil reXavier is one of the fifteen stapertaining to their assigned field. and the nature of the punishment deed, if such a term might be fleets a beam of light on a re- tions comprising the Jesuit SeisVarying degrees of faculty con- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - applied to them, they are the valving drum of photographic mological Association. This Astral are to be found. In some
t
"forgotten men" of the campus. paper, thus giving a highly mag- sociation, includin.g as members
colleges, the student council will
0{ a IS S
O
But unobtrusively, in their dark nified record of the earth's move- Fordham, St. Louis, Santa Clara,
receive almost complete control
surroundings, they are ever on ment.
and twelve other Jesuit univerof the student outside of the
the watch to gain precious scienAs we delved further into the sities and colleges, was founded
classroom; in others it is merely
tific information on the behavior subject we discovered that all for the purpose of mutual assistan · honorary organization shorn
of the earth.
earthq~akes are not of the same ance and coordination. Xavier,
of all power.
(Continued from Page l)
And so feeling a better appre- ilk. Shocks that come from a as the other stations, forwards its
Herein lies the crux of .the fail- method of expression have made elation of these important instru- great distance are slow in their data to the Central Station at St.
ure of the system in certain col- him a well-liked, well-received ments to be desirable in a Xavier vibrations while focal shocks are Louis, where it is turned over to
leges. The proper relationship speaker.
man, we called on Fr. Stech- usually ;apid. The same ma- Sc.ience Service. ~n return ~or
between faculty . and student
One of his finest achievements schulte to ·get the "low down."
chine will not record both types this data, the Science Serv1<:e
council and also the student has has been in the field of streetThe most elementary problem well. So it is necessary for a bears tl'te cost of all commumnot been found. There is a lack preaching, in which endeavor was obviously to find how the first class station to have both cations both between the memof balance, an excessive influ- he has actually participated him- machine worked. It seems that long and short period. instru- hers of the Association themence of one party at the expense self, and has been instrumental an earthquake is a very compli· ments. Needless to say, Xavier selves, and between the outlying
of the other. Until .the state of in the formation of numerous cated affair, an:d takes place in is a first class station.
stations at Porto Rico, Alaska,
equilibrium is attained in the re- divisions. He has spoken from all directions. To measure these
When a.sked about the practical Hawaii, Manila and New Zealand.

se1smo
• }ogy, }Dl eres1•ID!!'

Sci·eDCe Reporter F•IDds

s I 1·
N

T Hear
d L
ote . ecturer

~~m~~~fa~~~~~~wQ~~~~~~m=~~~~~~~~~~~~~====~=~~===~=~~======~~====~~
students
through their chosen as· New York, Baltimore, and
WHY il4e BOWL.
representatives, studetnt govern- Philadelphia. Through his efOF iMIS AMA'ZON
ment is a failure.
forts a unit of street-preaching
INDIAN PIPE_: IS
As affairs stand today, educa- is being established here in CinBIG ENOUGH FOR
tors are searching for a practical, cinnati, of which the speakers
A POUND OF
workable plan whfoh will give are now under preparation, and
'109ACCO
·the . students the maximum con- who he expects to have ready
trol of which they are capable. for definite assignmen·ts in early
To remedy the current deflects spring.
they wish to include in the deEvidence Guild
sideratum the quality of flexiRecently the writer of this arbility, .to adapt the plan to all ticle was privileged to hear Fathtypes of faculties, student bodies, er Freking talk for a few moand educational institutions.
ments at a meeting of the EviSeveral Advantages
dence Guild at Xavier High
The present-day educators list School. He was intently inspira number of advantages to be at- ing, to the point, captivating, and
tained under the desired plan. used a simple logic that any phi·
They want .to correlate school losophy student at this Univerand life, theory with practice, sity would readily recogniz!l and
and the abstract with the con- understand.
Regarding streetcrete. In addition, it is hoped to preaching Father Freking said,
instill democratic principles, thus "There is no work more appeallessening the gap between rich ing, more interesting, more fasand poor and abolishing class cinating. There is nothing which
distinction.
Furthermore, they tests a man's ability more-for
aim to create satisfied students, there you match your wits
a fact which will prompt the stu- against the mob's, your psycholdent to greater zeal. The train- _ogy against the mass, your coning also acquired by the partici- victions against the adverse.
pants in the administration of When you speak from the street
the government will be invalu- you must be able to do more
able in later life.
than convince, you must be able
An idea commonly linked with to win.''
HERE'S WHY THERE'S
OTHER
ALBERT:
that of the student participation
Although Fr. Freking's topic
11
in government is the Honor Sys- has not been announced for this
tern. This is a policy by which Friday Sodality meeting, it is
Coo•.,l9'6,R.J,Roroold•Too.Co.
the student is trusted on his hardly necessary to state that it
honor to observe the rules of the .will appeal to the Sodalists. The
THE
SWELL
institution and the proper norms writer has heard him speak only
of conduct. An offender is us- once, and that for a short time,
ually dealt with by the student but he is well-assured of the dygovernment if ·that plan is in namite, the verbal vigor, that
vogue in that particular college. Father Freking can put into his
s...ok. 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prine• Albert. u J'OU don't flu II th• ....no••
It was inaugurated in America talks. Every student who attends
eat, tastiest pipe to1>acco )'OU ever •molced. retu"' the pocket tin witlt lit.•
re1t of the tobacco in It to ua at any time within a moalh from Ilda elate, ...
by Thomas Jefferson. Claiming (the student body as a whole is
we
will refund full purchaae &aric•, ·plu1 P01ta1e. "; ·').
'
that the motive of fear to attain invited) will find encouragement,
a goal is useless, that eminent spiritual and otherwise, from
statesman said, "Pride of char- his words.
acter, laudable ambition; and
The meeting as usual will commoral dispositions are innate cor- mence promptly at nine o'clock
rectives of the indiscretion of in room 3i of the Library Build·
plpefuh of fraKf&llt tobacco ha
that lively age; and when ing. Those intending to be pres•Y•t7' 2·ouncetla
strengthened by habitual appeals ent are urged to be on time.
of Prince Alb•rl

NO
TOBACCO LIKE ·PRINCE
P.A. IS CHOICE
MELLOW TOBACCO-"CRIMP CUT.FOR COOLNESS-WITH THE BITE.REMOVED BY
SPECIAL PROCESS. IT5 THE LARGEST•SELLING TOBACCO '
IN
WORLD. AND
FOR ''MAKIN's• CIGARETTES.

l>ru1GE~iiiERr°~~
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Novel Tourney r·x·--~---;-t Security

1n:!'"

I

To Be Tried I -p
oles
By Co u n c i I 1.-..-..~~.~~~:~-. -·-..:·
Decide Not To Sponsor
Intramural Basketball
This Season· In Field·
house.
PINS AND BUTTONS
AT HOOP GAMES
Bridge . And Pinochle
Tournaments To Be
Introduced In January
The Student Council held its
final meeting of 1936 last Monday
with a discussion of various student activities on the Xavier
Campus. Though great interest
was shown in intramural basketball, members of the Council
concluded that it was impossible
to carry it out because of the
Varsity's use of the field house
floor.
The annual handball tournament, however, will possibly begin sometime after the Christmas
recess. The Council brought out
that this year's tournament is
expected to have more participants than in• the former years.
Intercollegiate bridge and pinochle tournaments will likewise
.be introduced early in January.
Although this is a novelty on the
university campus, enthusiastic
interest is anticipated on the
part of the students.
The meeting closed after a discussion of the distribution of
pins and buttons for the basketball games to be worn by all the
attending students to stir up a
more ardent spirit of the season
in the students themselves.

10th Inf an try

Act To
Better Social State

.Freshmen, pool players and
students, I have here one brand
new column which I promise to
beat up beyond recognition in
less than three weeks. Everyone encounters certain things in
life which puzzle him. The· purpose of this column is to explain
and make clear these puzzling
things. So write in, gents, and
have your problems solved.
DO ~OT ERASE
The first explanation this week
concerns the "Do ·not erase". signs
seen on all blackboards. Freshmen are still copying these signs
down in their note books along
with the outlines, thereby making the outlines even more puzzling.' These signs do not concern
you at all.
They are drawn
merely to provoke the professor
of .the next class who will have
no room to write on the blackboard. In some extreme cases
professors have been known to
write on walls, ceilings and desk
fronts.
FOUNTAINS
To the men who still try to
drink at the George Budde fauntain in the Science building: This
fountain has been as dry as some
of the Field House showers since
the day of its installation. It is
often called "the Hoover fauntai'n" because of its dryness. It
is also· called names of less historical 'significance. Some hold
the theory that the plumber forgot to ,run a water pipe to this
fountain when it was installed,
but that may be only a pipe
dream. The same cannot be said
of the fountain opposite room
109. We have the testimony of
eye witnesses that this !fountain
gave a slight sprinkle in March,
1923 and later broke .this record
with a total of sixteen drops in
the spring of 1928.
. INTRAMURAL SPORTS
The difference between intramural football and intramural
basketball: Clipping fTom the
rear is not allowed in the football games.
I see by the examination results that the athletes aren't the
only ones keeping in condition.

--

Discusses Various Pbas·
es Of The Latest Topic
Of New Deal Legisla·
ti on.
ECONOl\'.IISTS DIFFER
IN INTERPRETATION
Would He Ip Depend·
ents Auel Provide Se·
curity In Live Sense,
Kennedy Says.
BY EDWARD J. KENNEDY, JR.
WHILE THE national political
front is quiet this week,
pending news flares from South
America, the results of one piece
of legislation drawn up during
the last session of Congress begin
to make it the topic of national
.--------------.

AllUIDfti 1lllo.TOteS

i--.

,.

Those who attended the football banquet last season· will remember the delightful bit of
toastmastering done by Eugene
A. O'Shaughnessy, 'of .the Class
of 1912. Mr. O'Shaughnessy has
agreed again this year to introduce the speakers • . . which
should be enough to bring back
the entire crowd of Musketeer
fans who attended the' banquet
last year.
Mr. William V. Schmiedeke i~
the local representative of the
National Catholic ·Alumni Federation.
This organization is a
'united body working in the interests of Catholic Action. Besides
publishing numerous bulletins
and pamphlets throughout the
year, the Federation holds numerou:~ 'conferences which enable
the Catholic alumni to be brought
into a powerful organization to
protect and expand the Church's
interests in the United States.

Mr. William J. Damarrell recently had a poem in honor of
Hear Professor--------. the
Blessed Virgin published in

Officers Honored

Rev. John C. Malloy, S. J,,
Appointed By President
Of University.
As the result of !!he frequent calls
made ·by civilian organizations in
and around· Cincinnati .for speakers
from the' army, Col. Charles L. Mi·tchell, commanding the 10th Infantry and the post of Fort Thomas,
has incorporated in the regular
garrison school for officers a com·plete course in pwblic speaking.
Through the cou11tesy of Rev. Dennis F. Burns, President of Xa:vier
University· of Cincinnati, the services. of the iRe:v. John C. Malloy,
S. J., of Xavier . University have
been secured as instructor. of the
class.
Instructor A Speaker
The Re:verend Malloy not only
enjoys an enviable r e .p u t a t i: o '11
throughout metropolitiin Cincinnati
as a speaker, ·but also is identified
as the Director of Evening Classes
of Xavier University, aud .persnnally . conducts .the <:lasses in Public
Speaking· at the Uni:versity Night
School.
.
The new course and the instructor, Reverend Malloy, have been
most enthusiastically received, and
the·course .bids .fair to :become one
of the most popular, as well as useful, of the garri.son school courses.
Undoubtedly it will accompli.sh the.
pur.pose for ·which Col. Mitchell intendiid it, that i.s, to make the command ·c1f greater service to the communlty of which it is a part. ·

Officers on the military staff at
Xavier University will be mad'e
associate members of the "C"
Company, Fourth Regiment, Na·
tional Society of . Scabbard and
Blade with headquarters at the
University -0f Cincinnati, according to a communication from
First Sergeant John J. Abel of
Company "C".
Scabbard and Blade is an Honorary Mi 1 it a r y organization
founded for the pu·rpose of promoting national defense and for
spreading more intelligent information as to the military needs
of our country.
'l'he members of the Xavier
military staff upon whom this
honor will be conferred are Major Arthur M. Harper, F. A.; Captain Frank Camm, F. A.; and
Captain George E. Wrockloff, F.
A. The ceremony will take place
at .the Military Ball to be held
at the Netherland Plaza Hotel,
Friday, De.cember 18.
BACON ALUMNI
One of the events of the holit
days that will .be of interest o
Xavier Students is the Roger
Bacon Alumni Dance which will
be held Tuesday, December 29,
at the Roger Bacon Gym in St.
Bernard. A committee, consisting of m'any Roger Bacon graduates now studying at Xa:vier, is
preparing for the event.
·

the Commonweal. Mr. Damarrcll
has been active in literary pur·
suits sin'ce he left college.
He
was the second editor of The
Athenaeum, succeeding Andrue
J, Berding who is now stationed
at the AMociated Press headquarters in Rome.
One of the most active organizations in the Alumni body is
the graduate "X" Club which has
come to the fore in the past few
weeks in doing promotion work
for the 1936 basketball season'.
The monogrammers have been
making the rounds through the
shopping district distributing pie·
tores and other advertisements
for the Xavier basketball team.
Under the direction of Mr. An·
thony C. Elsaesser, newly elected
president of" the Xavier Alumni
Association", plans are now bein.g
forwarded for another active year
in the graduate ranks. The latest
project receiving consideration is
a theatre-party to be held at one
of the downtown theatres. This
Idea will be considered fully and
acted upon at the next meeting
of the Alumni Board of Gover.·
nors.
Mr. Charles R. Koch, Class of

~f6, ~:iR~~enM~~d:'!c~o ::: :!~:
studying for broadcasting work
under the direction of Peter
Grant. He is serving a period of
apprenticeship on the radio sta·
tion before becoming a full·fledged announcer.

--------

interest.
Unless present indications point
awry the Social Security Act will
go into effect in the very near
future despite the many efforts
to discredit and destroy it during the recent political campaign.
The old age insurance program
is handicapped as to popularity
from the very outset due mainly
to the "reminder" which big
business saw fit to inclose in the
little pay envelopes, declaring
that what may now be a meager
pay envelope may become inconveniently smaller if the Social
Security Act be allowed to go
through. It is true that an overwhelming majority of wage earners failed to heed the siren-call
and ballot against the New Deals
Social Security Act, still many of
that majority do not relish the
lessening of their pay envelope.
Affects Business
Some economists are wont to
say that lack of competition and
the fact that the Act affects every
business, with few exceptions,
will keep prices at the present
level. However proof is lacking
for this statement. Obviously the
business man is not going to sit
idly by and ahsorb an expenditure from which he visions no direct benefits. The result will be
this: business will hike up prices
in order to offset the percentage
of the payroll which they must
set aside to match every percent
that will be deposited by the
wage earner. Consequently the
price of general commodities no
doubt will advance between factory and consumer, enough, at
least, to absorb the additional labar cost.
Therefore the whole a!Tair resolves itself into this: prices will
be .raised consiidera:bly and: the
general wage will fall o!T eventually by 3 % ; purchasing power
will decrease. With the decline
of purchasing power demand will
hit a low and employment will
fall o!T, and in time wages will
reach a lower standard. What is
being done is that the wage earn'ers are compelled to save for the
so-called rainy day, when, having
reached the unproductive age,
fixed at 65, if he lives so long, he
will have social security in the
form of a monthly pension based
upon his contribution to the fund;
this of course lightening the burden of city, county and state,
which are now compelled to carry the burden. It portrays a picture, sans publicly supported
homes, homes for the infirm and
aged, sans county poor farms and
other institulions of like character, a consummation devoutly to
be wished.
Portents?
New Deal enthusiasts claim
that European successes in old
age insurance portends certain
success in America.
Many economists decry the advisibility of storing such a reserve at the disposal of the government, as is involved in the
contemplated fund.
One great problem of ~he Social
Security Act is that each succeeding administration may blow
hot or cold toward this New Deal
venture. If this well intentioned
scheme should become a political
football to be forwa·rd and backward passed, lateraled and kicked about by ·the single, double
and triple threats of each succeeding administration, it certainly will be thrown for a loss
or at least for no gain.
On the other hand it appears,
01~~·~~·-1-1-11-11-11-11-11

that freed from such influence it
has many meritorious features,
not the least of which is the fact
that one gets out of the fund payments on the basis of his or her
contributions into the fund, which
would cer.tainly pay in kind ·that
large group who, it is known, we
have always with us classed as
"never worked and never will."
This act in full effect, there can
be no doubt as to Lhe many resulting benefits - it will make
for the betterment of society, re·
Iieve men ta!, physical, financial
of ·the aged, advantages without
number.
But there may be a slip between the cup bf social security
pienty and the lip of the Supreme
Court, from which we have yet
to receive word as to its Consti·
tutionality.

ROLL MAN'S
Young Men's Shop
After
Six!

"CLUB
FELLO"
EVENING
CLOTHES
Correct lo the most
meticulous cletail. Tai·
lored with ultra swank
and precision f r o m
Midnile llhte Unfin•
ished Worsted.

TAIL COAT
and TROUSERS

$35

Julius Lohr, B. S. P.

Double Breasted
Tuxedo Coat
to Match

The favorite barber
of the Campus

$25

3'75'7 Mongomery Road
l~~~~..-c.1-.0-11-11-·-

White Waistcoat ............ 4.95

• .______________
Second Floor
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to recapture the world that was taken
awayJrom her in the begin~ings of rePublished weekly from September corde history. Thus only will the powto June by the students of. Xavier er of· their own respective Totalitarian
University from their· offices ID Room States be complete.
56, of the Biology Building. Phone That China and Japan will go to war
at this time is doubtful. .Japan for the
JEfferson 3220.
past decade has been eying Russia with
Subscription: l'er Year $1.00
a growing suspicion, a growing hate.
~lmnber: o)CHtllt Colleg"e Newspaper AH80C~UtlOn, Russia has stood in the way of Japan's
Nntlorml C:ollewe l,resH AsHOCllltlon,, Ohio College expansion in commerce, and her political
News1>n1>er .AHHocla•tlon.
philosophy is irreconciliable with Japan's Fascism. To war with China would
REPRICSltNTED l'OA NATIONAL. ADVERTISING DY
weaken Japan and obliterate for the time
Nalional Advertising Service, Inc.
Collttr Publlshtrs Relresentallfl~
being her designs on a portion of the
42.0 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORt<, N. y,
Soviet Empire.
But the recent SinoCHICP.GO
•
BOSTON
•
SAN FhANCl9CO
Loa ANGEi.ES •
PORTl.AND
BEATTI.£
Japanese rift reminds. the world of their
age-old antagonism .that is due in great
IMltor .......................................... VINCENT E. S~llTJI
part to barbarian, un-Christianized stanIJ11Hl11oss ll1t11nger ................................ LJ~O C. 1roET
j RAY~IOND J, KE~IJILE dards prevailing in each nation. In this
ahuu1ailn1: Editors: · 1 iJ..~}g;;:~ ~. KS~~~ifAN privative condition, the two nations must
eventually fight it out.
j UmNARD C. GAR'l'NEll

THEXAVERIANNEWS

RING COMMITTEE INVESTIGATION
SUGGESTED TO
STUDENT COUNCIL

YOU SAID.IT
BY JOHN FOGARTY
'TWAS '11HE NIGHT. before Christmas,
You know when I mean,
When pa's pay check is vanished
And his pockets are cleaned.

E CALL TO the attention of the
Student Council the reports circulating about the campus that the memIt seems that year in and out and back bers of the' ring committee are paying
again, the Frosh-Soph Hop has the most for their rings by selling rings to · the
feeble attendance of any dance on Xa- other students. Our cause of complaint
vier's garnished calendar. However the is. not personal, and we advocate that no
first year men evinced a commendable action be taken about the· ring commitspirit, went about cheerfully 'cutting' tee this year. However, it irked us to
each other's throats .all evening.
The know that a member of the ring comseniors present could be counted on the mittee told a Xaverian News reporter
fingers of one hand (this does not apply that the entire committee was being supto people with mittens). Overheard at plied with rings free of charge.
the Hop: 1st. frosh: "Aren't any seniors
The Student Council should investigate
Newy ~;.tit ors: ............ , ~i:~::~~.r~> ir~· o:~~~:;~~
coming." 2nd frosh: "Maybe .they couldn't get dates." 1st frosh: "Aw, don't be the status of the ring committee; We adolOllN O'CONNOR
A Topsy-Turvy Conditionvocate that rings be given to the comCoi•Y Editor•• ........... ~~W~~¥'
nm~tv.P.,rAN ·ONE OF THE CHIEF FACTORS in ac- silly I know at least four who could." mitteemen, but in .fairness, the members
From my corner Jim Gibbons looked like
siiorlH E1lllor ...................... ROllEUT :t;. cu~uuNs
counting for the current decline of
the class of the frosh Astairs; little Fran- of the ring committee should not be apllONAU> nuuu·BNDOin' morals has been that Catholics have unI"clttul'e E?ltors: ....... { JtOIJEltT JI. FOX
nie had quite a time hanging in there. pointed by the president of the junior
exceptedly .taken a defensive attitude to- Of all the names that man has thought, class who may be a man who will honor
l
FELIX
U.
SHEPLEY
l
'l
d
h
ld
b
d'
d
A••lotnnt•: ................... ,JACK A •. JONES
ward socia ev1 s an
ave se om o ie the oddest one is 'ol Ink rot. It cost Joe his personal friends. That would be an
1
together to correct them with the offen- Leonard exactly nineteen berries to go example of politics from ·which the orn.~.~~!:0!:;~~.~~~ :11:''~~~~11;1Ed!!~.~::c~i. J~~c~~:,'\.~t sive, cure .
platform of the Church. to a high school alumni meeting last Sun- ganizations at Xavier are now fortunatemer J: Gruber, Alex w. Heck, Clmrfo• W. This is shockingly true bf our stand as a
day, which is about twice as much as he ly liberated.
1
~~;~: e~\. J;;~.~:::~ ~;·;1 "~~~e~'•· ~~·:,~~.t "~:iu:!!"~~: whole toward Communisn1, .toward Birth.. spent
It is no easy matter for the average
on books in four years-he just
""""• R11y11urnd •1• Wll•on.
Control, toward the dynamic, destructive rolls it away. Example of a really calm student to scrape together six-teen dolliterary output of the Theodore Dreiser
lars for a ring. Why should a distinction
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1936 School, calculated to revive the hideous fellow: the duck he is carving skids oil' be made between the six who serve on
the platter into a diner's lap, the carver
moral standards of the ancient pagans. leans over and says very gently, "May I the committee and the remaining memThis inverted attitude has likewise nour- trouble you for that duck?" That's the bers of the .class, many of whom cannot
Christmas Spirit-·
ished the common fallacy that religion is
pay and all of whom are as equally enHRISTMAS is a season when nations a negative, passive, matter-of-fact duty way Jim Yates should have acted last
titled no.t to pay as the committeemen
Saturday
when
the
frat.
boys
were
plasand individuals are <?specially re~ designed for display only on the Sundays
tering him with· greese,
Seems James themsselves.
minded to forget their petty animosities throughout the year.
If the members of the ring committee
was initiated in such a way that showed
and unite in a spirit of peace and good
As a result of this delusion, the weighty him that he was definitely in. And Bar- are to receive their rings in filture years
will. While Christmas this year will m1- project in any attempt to rebuild a Chris- man standing by gloating. A MODERN -and we hope they will-then the comdoubtedly prove more cheerful to many tian society is not to rebut but tci preach SEVEN-YEAR-OLD ON XMAS EVE: mitteemen should be elected thereby to
the gospel of aggression, to heed the com- Well, here it is half past seven and the insure that fah·ness has been done to all
than at any time since 1929, yet there
mand uttered in the Scripture itself to
concerned. No student then could say
can be no ·peace or good will that flows spread the tentacles of Christ.ianity to the folks haven't started to put up the tree.
I wish· they'd give up this Santa Claus that he was being cheated of a right that
from divine motives. In fact Christmas four corners of the earth. Properly idea and let me help put .the presents out. was as· much· his as it was that of one of
of 1936 serves to accentuate the problems speaking, this labor should ,be carried on But who am I to disillusion them, if they six men who helped elect a class presi-.
confronting the human race in the way only by the clergy, but through the re- think I believe that Santa line let 'em dent or who are on the committee by
of sociology and economics and religion. markable code of Ca,tholic Action which enjoy themselves, but they're going to virtue of close personal friendship to the
has come to the fore in recent ·years, the
Europe, the scene of one great war and laity is privileged to assist in this work lose a lot of sleep by waiting around for leader of <the class.
me to go .to bed" Look at 'em wispering
While the matter is still fresh in· the
apparently the cradle of others that can- and become the vanguard. Catholic Ac- over there; what a chump they must think
minds of the Juniors, we recommend that
not be avoided, is the antithesis of peace. tion embodies this philosophy of aggres- I am. Well if they think I'll go to bed the Student Council.act upon it and make
South America and Mexico are being sion. Defined by Pius XI as ".the partic- before I finish ,this Dick Tracy book provisions for a democratic equality in
And ·they don'.t dare force future years. ·Lt is not our purpose to
weakened by an insidious trend toward ipation of the laity in the work of the they're off.
hierarchy," it forms the sole recourse of
Communism .that, New Dealers to the civilization to regain its ebbing vigor and me 'cause I might develop an inferiority call men to task but to establish princomplex. Boy, that's a laugh. Wonder ciple and precedent.
contrary, cannot sway any conscientious, vitality.
who ever star.ted this Santa Claus stuff
thinking person to be a "good neighbor."
The world must regret, however, that anyhow? Imagine a fat old guy coming
O '11HE IDEAL student, Christmas holEven the United States, while now wit- Catholic Action has never been univer- down a two-foot chimney!
Anyhow ·a
idays should not be a recess from
sally
acclaimed
by
Catholics,
has
never
fellow as old 'as Santa is supposed to be school but rather a period in which he
nessing a superficial prosperity, has a future that is not redolent of peace and been •thoroughly understood and cham- probably has heart trouble and hardened can devote his time toward reading and
pioned as a forceful medium for creating arteries. Anti who could make any time
study of those subjects. and books that he
good will, both in economics and in interan Elysian society. Perhaps the vague with a lot of. rei*deer, especially with all
wished to consider during the school· term
national relations. Each day men are definition of terms can account for this those stop lights?
Say, don'·t tell me but somehow didn't have the time. Christbrought into a closer realization that the laxity, but more than likely, it is the re- Santa or anybody else is giving away all
events of the sixteenth century have ir- sult of the defensive, almost defeatist a.t- that stuff, why he'd ruin the department mas vacation affords an enriching opporrevocably delivered the death blow to titude -which is exactly the converse of store's business-and I know that old Joe tunity to catch up on back studies and
homework at leisure and .thus .to enjoy
civilization that because the majority of what the religious realities call for_.
Greenbaum on F~fth street wants his cut them the more. Studies are often made
men have ceased to be Catholic, civilizaor
else!
Besides
'who
wants
a
lot
of
trains
Catholic Action has for its chief aim
unpleasant ·because in the classroom stution is lost.
the conversion of souls to .the church, and building sets-just give me a tommy
This is not pessimism; it is fact. The and the .tools, which are of such a ·wide gun so I can put the blast on that wise dents are all more. or less regimented.
world as a whole has been carefully steer- variety as to appeal to almost everyone, kid· down the street and I'm plenty satis- With the freedom of two week's time and
ing away from it because it does not want may be summarized as the efforts to es- fied. Look 'a that, Ma's getiing ready to a host of worth-while reading and study
to believe it. That is one of the main rea- tablish fit standards in ar.t, science, phi- cry; oh well I'll ·turn in and let 'em think projects awaiting him, the student can
sons why we can have only a superficial losophy, and thus morality. The Study they're pulling a fast · one. They gotta well use 'the . Christmas holidays to a
greater advantage than he could use a
confidence in the New Deal's theories.
Club movement of the past decade has have some fun, but gee, they act like corresponding period in 'the classroom.
kids.
Santa
Claus,
boy
that's
terrific.
·For Catholics, Christmas will be a sea- added a new impetus to Catholic Action
Christmas also serves .as an occasion
son of peace and good will. It will also in this country and has: gained a firm Santa Claus-phooie! And here's wishbe a season when they appreciate more foothold at this Universi.ty where two ing you a nierr,y, inexpensive Christmas, to the ,student to supplement his. classroom work with cultural diversions such
\: \'
than at any other time the heritage and classes are conducted. weekly. Since hoot mon!
as the theatre, good music, and profitable
security that is theirs, the value of which Catholic Action is still young, there may
radio programs. lt can be made a "Merry ..
can be increased J:>y objective efforts no evolve, as a result of it, a potent body
Christmas" if the students use the timematter how successful they prove to be. of men and women, clamoring for the
out from school for enterprises that furIt is superfluous then for .the staff of The correction of .the norms which brought
ther his education.
Xaverian News to extend to the students about the dire social and political ·upand faculty the season's greeting.
heaval of modern times. This group can
BY ROBERT B. FOX
HE FI<RST SEMESTER ·of the present
also protect itself in some degree against
T .year is ·practically over, and· as yet
the most dangerous menace to their freeSino-Japanese Relations"THE AMERICAN dormitory is in'gen- the Athenaeum has faile'd to appear. This
dom, the totalitarian state.
eral an abomination mefore the Lord. magazine, once. a quarterly, . appeared
ROM THE FAR OFF Orient come the
In appraising the possibility for Cath-tidings that another great conflict is olic Action in America, Michael Williams There is not a single redeeming feature three times last year, flot at all thiS year
smoldering between .the East's tradition- in his . wonderful book Catholicism and about it, except as a place to hang your thus far.
The reason .why. the Athenaeum has
al enemies. Modern history tells the pa- the Modem Mind says; "My . opinion is hat." So claims .the dean emeritus of
thetic story of the extent to which their that ·they (Catholics) have all the quali- engineering, Dr. Dexter S. Kimball of not yet gone to press seems .ti> be lack.of
contributions. This would place the fault
mutual greed and mutual envy has come fications necessary not only for a success- Cornell University.
to form the raison d'etre of their exist- ful defense of .the Catholic Church, but
If there· is a problem, the National for the d~lay at the door.of the Mermaid
ence, Cut oil' from the civilized world also for assuming the ··1eadership of all Student Federation has a remedy for it. Tavern. The Tavern was organized· to
by barriers of their own making, they those non-Catholic elements of the nation They .propose not only to turn the col- encourage writing for the· quarterly.
have built up· sacred traditions that defy who share with Catholics a ju!ltified ap- lege administration over to the student Members are supposed to · submit. three
their state and drive men to martyrdom prehension of the dissolving and destruc- body but to the "fightingest" minority of articles a yetir.,
;
in its behalf. From the information that tive effects of movements such as Bol- the .student body. According to their
It would seem that Taverriers have
has sifted through to America, it is evi- shevism, Communism, and materialistic creed, "Rights are not inherent in the failed iii their purpose. It is almost 'time::
dent .that the military power especially science ... All that ·is· required, then; it nature of things, but are acquired through for the second· issue of the·: Atihenaeum,:
in Japan is direly underestimated, .that seems to me, is a quickening of a great the struggle of those who feel the need and the first has.'not yet appeaNd. ·How
the Orient as a whole is intent and fitted movement already under way."
of such rights.';·
· about it Tavern?-R. J, K.
.· ·
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Before the meeting adjourned, designated for the time being as was taken and the idea was
Leo?ard
of the the "Winter Hop", in place of the tabled until the next meeting,
Reports• Made
Social Comm1.ttee, introduced a traditional Frosh-Soph Hop for following the Christmas holid
PlaD D1scusse plan to substitute a new dance, next year. No definite action days.
Gri~th, pre~ident

Oh Say
Can You See??? By Social Body
The De"il And
St. Dunstan

ST.

DUNSTA·N,, you should
know, my dears,
Was 'blacksmith, bishop, and for
years
The Anglo-Saxon king's adviser,
Until his nibs grew wise and
wiser
And sent his ghostly father packing
Without the Parliamentary Back-

mg.

So Dunstan, taking book and
candle,
Bethought himself what job to
handle,
And dusted off · his forge and
anvil.
The COUNCIL cursed at such a
swap
And pounded on the table top;
But Dunstan made the bellows
· sing
.
And pounded brass like everything:
Eight bells for the cathedral tower,
A clapper that would ring the
hour
A censer f~r ·a parish priest
.
'
A hundred candle-sticks, at least,
And pa:rts for needy farmers'
r~gs,

And rings for three exuberant
PIGS,
A back-bone for a broken doll
And-0h 10 thousand .things 'in

'Ai.J...

.
· St. Dunstan prayed, the bellows
sang,
The hammer banged, the anvil
rang;
The jolly chorus in the cell
Soaked ·thru the floor ·and went
to Helli
Nick Satan, wearied of the hiss
Of flames, sat up: "What's this?
. what'~ this?"
He hissed himself, and at a bound
He traced the merry smithy
sound.
"The Bishop! Welll" quotha,"that is,
That was!" as ·at the window latUce
He poked his lean' and lengthy
nose
(He sweats too much for adipose),
Which then he poked into his
book
Of tricks to see which best might
cook
The Bishop's goose; and then he
grinned .
.
From ear to-er-and then he thmned
His ASS'S BRAY , to a wren's
· t.witter: ·
"0 holy man," (the wily critter,
As cunnin' 11s a bunny-trapper!)
"I am a· poor despondent maid"
.
.
'
(His tongue just mlBSed a better
·wrapper)
,
"Whose mother's brother's sister's
c.ouain
Has put me out, "because I was in
To you at Shrovetide to confess.
Oh, ihe l p a d amse,, m
· di st ressI"
Cit was no miss; it was a myth,
As one would know that had to
st D lit~.) · f hi ·
b
. una.an, as onmg ·a as1n,
Listened away; and without rais~
·in'
His h~::· he let the golden glossMirror ·the long and lean pro-

· .bosis. · .
· .
He ·~:e:. a rat and· .thought he

Nip Jt,"butnever in.the bud,'
But.in the WhatsymacaWm. Well,
We'lbvut,' and let the story ·tell.
"Oh yei," ·he: answered mournfully.
. .
.
"O YEAH," mocked,Satan.scorn-

Kohlhoff Submits Com·
mittee Report On The
Frosh • Soph Dance,
Last Friday.
PROM PROPOSALS
ARE DISCLOSED
Leonard Griffith Pre·
sents Plan For Substi·
toting New Dance For
Winter Season.

plexed about what to give his mother .•. or his sister
... or the girl he dates most, for Christmas. Now
we~ve solved your problem for you perfectly, and economically, too.

*

rie _this shining silver package on the tree
it holds ·a pair ··. r two or three) of

R a 1 p h Kohlhoff, sophomore
chairman .of the Frosh-Soph Hop
committee, submitted a report on
the .undergraduate. dance :it a
meeting of the Social Committee
yesterday, December 16, in the
Biology building. Other members of the dance committee
James Patton and Robert Traut~
.man, sophomores, and Frank
Grover, freshman ·class president,
were present at the hearing.
As presented the report showed a deficit of fifteen dollars and
seventy-live cents. The attendance at the dance fell far short
of expectations, Kohlhoff stated,
and the committee was unable to
meet .expenses. The debt will be
met by the Social Committee.
Junior Prom plans were discussed before the social comm~tteemen by Albert Stephan, chairman 'of the Prom, which is to be
held February 5. Much time was
devoted to consideration of an
orchestra for the dance and a
maximum sum was set by the
Social Committee to be paid for
the orchestra finally selected.
The exact. sum however was not
revealed.
DROPS
(It's near impossible for an ass's
Voice .to imitate a lady's.)
"Well, well," hummed Dunstan,
"let me see--"
And talked along quite merrily.
But all the while the bellows
T h blew. · .
THRU
d
o eat his pincers · ·
an
~~~~~~~~~~~~

And

n:;~~~y're·

red, and now
they're white,
And now they fill the cell with
light
So that Nick blinks. 0 FATAL
iBLI,NK!
·
In less time than it takes to
Th
t~itnk .
d th
:·
e sain swings roun , e pmcers close,
He has the DEVIL by the NOSE!
The irons singed his whole anatO-my, he swiggled like a cat
That's drowning in a gunny-sack.
(Don't try it, dears; the brute
comes back.)
·
What roai- ~here was I cannot tell,
But e'er -Nick Satan left that cell
He'd promised never more to
come
Around St. Dunstan's little domIcile. T·he story don't (or, doesn't) reveal
How Jong it took .the nose to hea~.
A MORAL?
graces Child! · Our tale it
As plain as noses on your :faces:
Protruding noses are probosis
That prob and always show up
osses
·

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,i

New, Stylish

Ra·1.D Coats

THE STOCKING WITH
THE BABY-SKIN TEXTURE

Sheer

two-thread or
thre~-thread chiffons

Not expensive, yet you couldn't buy any hosiery sh~'d like better
. .. you see, they're knit inside out ... it's just a little trick bat it
mak~s all the difference in the world between ordinary hose and
the sheer flattering beauty of Rograins. You won't have to worry
about wrapping them either, for they come all packed in a shining silver envelope all ready to tie on the tree.
Hosierv: Street Floor

;

.

ancl

Umbrellas
For College Students
·

-"--

t.il

So ICO~~y the voice kerplOpi,
~
"l'wo,uld profit by Smith Brothers l!;;;;;;iiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;m;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;d

.;·

NEVER, never did a young man live who wasn't per-

Mahley & Carew
L.------------------~-------------.1

One Year Ago This Week: One
of the most interesting football
banquets ever held at Xavier
featured Harry Stuhldreher as
principal speaker and Eugene A.
O'Shaughnesssy as toastmaster.
Co-Captains Joe Kruse and Bob
Dremann were elected.

The Xaverian ·News
s p 0 R T s

Three Years Ago This Week: C.
W. Strickling, football officia'l
and raconteur, spoke at the annual football dinner during which
it was announced that the Mus-'·
kies had been signed to play Kentucky, Centenary, and Mississippi
State the following season.
·
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Kentucky Wildcats N Ose Out Crowe Quintet
Fred Nebel
Wliclcats Wiu
Chosen For
34-28 lu Gmne
All-American
With Crowe111en

lookin' from the

Red Barber Will
Speak At Banquet

SPORTSIDE

(Continued from Page 1)
nus of the University of Florida.
He came here to handle the
Kentucky's Wildcats proved ALTHOUGH Xavier fans realbroadcasting of the Cincinnati
too tough for opening game maized the fact all year-that
terial to the Xavier Musketeers Fred Nebel was of All-American •';;;=========================;;!>Reds baseball games and has
done so for three consecutive
Tuesday night, and the Crowe- calibre-their belief was not of-· '
men took their fi£th straight ficially corroborat~'d :until this XAVIER ALWAYS GIVES the big shots a scare, but_ so what? seasons.
Barber has also spent two seacourt lacing from the Wildcats week. Sports P1ctor1al magaWhen are they going to win one of these big games?" An acby a score of 34 to 28 in an over- zine., 01~e of the. !arger athletic curate enough accusation, and a just question, an inspiration of an sons in spring training with the
time period before 2,500 fans a·t publications, official.ly honored outsider who has followed the Musketeers for the last four years Reds. He announced the Reds
the Xavier Fieldhouse.
t~e . hus~. Blue ~~v?tman b~ in their gridiron and court activities, and who wants to see some first night baseball game from
Crosley -Field, which was ·the
Entering .the game as an un- Pt acmAg Aim ?n
eir secon of these "scares" turned into upset victories. The answer can only first sports program to be put on
·t th M k t
earn 11 mencan-an aggrega.
. .
.
known quanti y,
e us e eers tion selected by sixty five of the be a guess, a. blmd pred1ct10n, but yours truly would like to go on the Mutual net-work. He ·has
proved that another great ball ation's leading coaches and her- record as bemg brave enough to try. For the last few years the worked two Worlds Series for
club is in the making on the Av-,nlded as the only "real All Amer- Kentucky Wildcats, an example of the ab'ove mentioned "big shots," national chains.
ondale hardwood
and heldattheir
~
He has also announced import·
heavily
favored opponents
bay !can
team chosen not by public- have nosed out Xavier in spectacular grid and court contests, and
through most of the game.
1ty, but by .outstanding ability." each year have had a more difficult time of it. Tuesday night's ant· football games including the
The Chicago junior · was a game, in which Kentucky's two previous games experience was the Ohio State games of 1935 and the ·
It was only .the fine physical 5 tandout 'in the Musketeer for- margin of victory, was an indication that the Wildcat J"inx is near- Notre Dame games of 1936.
condition of the southerners who
Barber is a native of Colum·
had practiced since October ,that ward wall this fall and his work ing its end. Later in the season they're going to fall before the Musenabled them fo come from be- at the defen~ive fullback ~osition kie attack on their own !flora at Lexington. And next year the bus, Mississippi.
Reservations for the Xavier
hind in the closing minutes of was phenommal. A keen d1agnos- Wildcat grid team is going to suffer its first defeat at the hands of dinner
can be made by calling
play and then forge ahead in the tician °.f plays, he had the kn~ck the up and coming Xaviers.
Frank J. Grieme at PArkway
overtime period.
of commg up fast and stoppmg
-----:x----5820 or Xavier University, JEf.
With four minutes h remaining enemy
backs notbut
onlymany
at thetimes
line
JOE KRUS E dominated the floor Tuesday n:ight, perferson 3220.
of scrimmage,
A final meeting of all commit·
in the second half, t e Muskies dropping them for big losses. On
forming as cooly .and effectively as an All-American. Joe
led 27-24. Joe ("Red") Hagan
tees is scheduled for Tuesday
dropped a field goal .from well the offense his play was no less
has been improving since the first day he stepped into an Xanoon at -the Hotel Gibson.
beyond the seventeen-foot line, brilliant. He was one of the best
vier uniform and it looks like he'll be· the most valuable player
and Ralph Carlisle, brilliant Ken- dnowd nw-fiaesldpebrlsoocnkaelrlsy onretshpeonsqs1~balde
on this season's quintet. The defensive center couldn•t stop
t k f
d
h d · t d a
him without fouling him and as a result Kruse made twelve
Cincinnati football fans are
uc Y orwar
w 0
omma e for several long runs by Xavier
the Wildcat o.ITensive with 18
points, besides playing a smooth floor game, breaking up Kenbeginning to get the idea.
points, tossed in a foul shot to tie backs when he ·cut down the
tucky passes. He's not a point maker, and won't be till he
Overhead immediately after
safety
man. was placed on the
b ecomes a l'ttl
fld ent • • • .n:ucia
v. •
the final gun of the Xavierthe. score.
He ::ilso
1 e more con
was one M usketeer
South Carolina game on
Wildcats Take Lead
United Press All-Ohio and rewho took advantage of the loose Wildcat guarding to try a few
Thanksgiving Day was a spec·
A foul shot -by Dick Walker in ceived honorable mention on the
long shots. The Kentuckians played too far back to allow ef·
tator who remarked to his
the overtime period gave the Associated Press team.
fective "cutting" for the basket but left themselves ·open for
friend: "Well, there goes four
Wildcats the lead. Carlisle folCo-Capt. Drema n n, Frank
any backcourt tries at the bucket ••• Carlisle did his part for
more players to Model ShoesY
lowed with two "bunnies" and Kucia, J-im Farasey and John
U. K., registering 18 points ••• In spite of the excitement at the
If you don't get the idea,
Hagan added another field goal Koprowski were the other Mustime of the incident, It ls a certainty that Kruse had four. fouls
glance over the lineup of .the
when: removed from the game. And 'did they miss him!
on a pivot shot from the corner kete.ers honored with positions on
Model Shoes, one of Cincin·
of the floor. Chick Almeroth, the All-Ohio teams. Frank Kux-----sophomore forward, added Xa- cia, Muskie flankman was placed THE FOOTBALL BANQUET takes place tonight, which means nati's two representatives in
vier's lone overtime point with a on the third team while Drethe Mid-We st Professional
foul shot after ·the final gun had mann, also an end, and Koprowthat tomorrow you must address that ugly Nebel fellow as League. Result: Thirteen forsounded.
ski and Farasey, Cleveland whirl- "Captain Nebel," and recognize "Two-button" Kruse as one of the mer Musketeer stars "doing
The Musketeers showed great wind backs, received honorable Legion of Honor. If either of them miss you'll know that there and dying for deah old Model."
potentialities time after time mention.
ain't no justice, or there was too much free alcoholic beverage.
during the game. It was the ad·-·
vantage of two months practice
and two warm-up games that
decided the .tilt in favor of the
Southeastern Conference favorites. The Muskies were fagged
out late in the second half and
failed to show the aggressiveness
which gave them the five point
lead that looked like the winning margin.
Three times during ,the game
Ralph Carlisle was alone under
the hoop and took the life out of
the Crowemen momentarily with
sure-shots through the net.
Joe Kruse, Xavier center, was.1
the outstanding star of the game
despite the fact that Carlisle
scored more than half of his
team's points. A native Kentuck-·
ian and high-school classmate of
Red Hagan and Capt. Warfield
Donohue, Kruse tallied 12 points
and repeatedly got .the .ball off
the backboard for the Musketeers. Kruse held Tubby Thompson, high-scoring Kentucky center, scoreless and played a heady
game at .the ·pivot spot.
Kruse Sta1·s
Some indication of Kruse's fine
play can be had in the fact that
when he left the game via the
foul route at the beginning of the
overtime period, the Musketeer
defense collapsed and allowed the
Kentuckians to take numerous
shots at the hoop.
The Crowemen had difficulty'
in .penetrating the crack defense
of the Wildcats, but' once in striking area missed few of their scoring attempts.
B~ttom Row-Left to right: Gropenbaker, Sanders, Cecil, Captain Taylor, John~on, Compton, Boleyn, Ramey.
Sophomores Roy Neary, Al
Middle Row: McQueen, Summers, Cross, David, Mullins, Combs, Lindsay..
·
'
(Continued on Page 7)
Top Row: Manager Turbeville, Cropper, Bradley, Tallent c:!oach Ditto.
. .,1

by Red H augh ey

BIG

WESLEYAN SQUAD TO PLAY. HERE SATURDAY

I
I/
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Gridiron Season Of 1936 ·Passes In Review
MUSk teS
• Play
1n And Ou
F o o t h a II

.l~

Xavier's Blue And White
Is Inconsistent; Best
Against Strong Foes.

games, Xavier showed some very
goo~ football, whipping Wittenberg 30-0, holding Detroit's powerhouse in check while going
down 16-0, and in the finale
reached their peak in handing
South Carolina a 2·1-13 walloping.

I

IJ

• C• NA
• • p·ICI{S
Four Seniors
·
Pu,.drte Stai·
Leave Squad._____ _ _ _ All-American
___,!

East Leads In Placing
Nine; l\'liclwest Places
Five; Far-West Two.

PAGE EIGHT
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to the first intramural cheering position due to. its surprise vlc- and Weiler.
January.
.
in the history of the Uni- tory over Headquarters 15 to 5.
Rees Stan
.Lealae S~
B 8 t t. e r y "A" section
Battery "A" shelled its Battery "A," with Hogan, Lee Led by Captain . "Blg Jim"
Wea
into the lead of the R. O. T. and Gesselbrock, hitting on all Rees , easily the outstandin"' playT a k e S• L·e a•d Cbyway. Vdropping
11
b
11
1
Tu
d
o ey. a
ague
es ay six, flashed the best team play er of the day, Battery "B" &how·
Battery C 15 to a, of the season, and after a shaky ed vast improvement to down
n
I
r
c
u
I
t
in
the
first
game
of
the
league's
start, during which time Nick Headquarters in the finale. First
C
I
second round, three-game card. Weiler, and- Jack Feck pushed ·sergeant, Culver,.showing the ef·
mONY
versi~y,

Le

R. O. T. C. Army Boys
Ro a r In Volleyball
League; Second Round
Is C mpl ted

Batter:v "A" ......;....,_,_,, •.-...
Batter1 "C" ................;..........Battery "B" .............................
Band ............................................
Headquarters ............................

a

t
.~s..

"A" In First Place
Battery "C:" into a rno~ent~y fects of the gruelling drive down
It was the "A" boy's second lead, ~ad l~ttle trouble. d1sposmg the cafeteria chute, ~as a bit of!

triumph in as many starts, and
established them as the team to
beat for the school championship.
In the other games, Battery
"C" came back to trounce soundly
O
e '
the R. 0. T. C. Band, and remain
in a threatening position with
Cheered on by the same crowd two victories and· one loss. Batof spirited booiiters that has come tery "B" moved into the third

o.f their chief contenders for the
title.
Band Team Loses
The team· representing the
Band, making its first. appearance
in league play, had trouble find·
ing the· range, and lost out to
such seasoned campaigners from
Battery "C" as Krekeler, Daly,

form, but Jack (Pok Chops an
Corn Bread) Elder upheld the
tradition of Headquarters with a
brilliant net game.
·
Play. will be continued immediately after the Christmas vaca·
tion, with the awarding of cham·
pionship !honors scheduled for
sometime after the middle of

2
ll
1
0
0

0
1
1
1
II

_ __
. What seems to be the height of
irony is the recent purchase of
the "palace of the imperial wiz·
ard" of the Ku Klux Klan by the
Catholic diocese of Atlanta, Ga.
The structure, now used as
chapel, will be transformed into
a home for nuns who will teach
at a school to be constructed on
the grounds.

a

Buddy, ..
I can't pay a ~igher compli•
ment than that.
Girl or cigarette ••• when
I tumble that means r'm
for 'em.

Chesterfield's my cigarette.
And I'il tell all hands they've
got a hearty good taste that
makes a sailor happy. And
-·'
listen, they're milder.
• • • for the good things a
cigarette can give a sailor

~~

.,;• -··

:r.o.e.

~

